As a consequence of previous results on mixing random variables, some functional limit theorems for quantities related to the continued fraction expansion of a random number in (0,1) are given.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to collect some results about the convergence in distribution of sums of some random variables associated to the continued fraction expansion of a random number w in (0,1).
As discussed in §2, the results in [24, 26] apply directly to the sequence {a A of partial quotients when u> is chosen under Gauss's measure. If it is replaced by any probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, similar results hold (by [20, Lemma 1] ; in the case of Lebesgue measure [12, Lemma 19.4 .2] works). Then some theorems of Levy [18, 19] and Doeblin [7] are obtained as corollaries and some information is added (see Examples 2.6, 2.14 and Remarks 2.7, 2.15 for references). In particular, we get necessary and sufficient conditions on a function / for the validity of a functional limit theorem (invariance principle) for sums 2^,<"/(a,)
under Lebesgue measure on (0,1); then a certain class of positive functions / of real argument is examined and we obtain (Corollaries 2.12 and 2.13) functional limit theorems for / regularly varying (and bounded on finite intervals).
In §4 we consider sums involving x , the complete quotients, and w , defined in (4.1 ), which measure the approximation of oe by its convergents. We extend some results of §2 (see Examples 4.1 ) including functional limit theorems for ¿Zj<n f{X;) and J2j<nf(Uj) for some regularly varying /; in the case of {Xj}, Corollary 4.2 generalizes [18, Theorem 4] and Corollary 4.6 contains for a certain class of regularly varying functions a result suggested in [18, pp. 200-201] . Example 4.7.2 gives the functional form of a limit theorem indicated by Doeblin. Lemma 4.5, which is used to deal with «., essentially contains the theorem in [15] ; the proof given here is based on a relation due to Levy (Proposition 2.1).
In order to achieve these extensions of the results of §2, we isolate from [5] (and [11] ) some facts which lead to Corollary 3.4 (see Remark 4.4(a)).
Sums of functions of the partial quotients
Given an irrational number a E (0,1 ), let a = [0,ax(a),a2(a), . ] be its (infinite) simple continued fraction expansion, defined by the continued fraction algorithm
where an(a) -[xn(a)] (throughout the paper, [•] denotes the integer part of a real number; we refer to [4, §4] and [10] or [17] for the elementary facts about continued fractions). The an 's are the partial quotients and the xn 's the complete quotients of a.
We are interested in a. and x as functions defined on the set of irrational numbers in (0,1). Denote it by Q and let £% be the class of its Borel subsets. On (£l,&) we will consider the Lebesgue measure X and Gauss's measure P(B) = ±-J-^, BE®.
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If p is a probability measure on (Q,^) we shall write E (similarly Var , Cov ) for the corresponding expectation operator and A¿'(C) for the law of a random element £ defined on (Q.,£$, p) ; often we will write E = Ep, Azf = A^p . If moreover p is absolutely continuous with respect to X we shall write /)«!.
Also we will deal with the functions pn , qn defined for co E Q by p0(co) = 0, px(co) = 1, pn(o)) = an(co)pn_x(co) + pn_2(co) ifn>2, q0(co)= I, qx(co) = ax(a>), qn(co) = an(co)qn_x(co) + qn_2(co) if n > 2.
For each co E Q and n > 0, pn((o)/qn(a>) -[0,ax(a>), ... ,an(a>)] is the nth convergent to co. Following Levy [20, Chapitre IX] we write, for n > 1 and co E Q y»{c0) := -q^%) = K(oj),an_x(w),...,ax(w)].
It is well known that endowing (Q.,®) with Gauss's measure P, {üyj> 1} is a (strictly) stationary and ^//-mixing sequence of r.v.'s with an exponential mixing rate and satisfies the condition y/* < oo ( [4, p. 50] or [12] ; the last fact follows from the right inequality in (4.15) of [4] ).
Throughout the paper, we use freely notation and concepts quoted in [24] . The dependence coefficients <j>(k), y/(k), y/* refer to {a^} defined on (Çï,â8 ,P).
The following relation, due to Levy [19, equality (8) in §74] and called the Borel-Lévy formula by Doeblin [7] , will be useful later (the indicated dependence properties of {a } can be proved starting from it [19]). In order to apply some of the results in [24, 26] it appears to be necessary to verify that cp( 1 ) < 1 and this can be done using Proposition 2.1. But, under the properties of {a } indicated above, no further argument is needed. The following property was overlooked by us in [24, 26] and is stated by Bradley in [6, p. 184]: given a probability space (X ,sf ,Q) and two sub-er-algebras .<#, yV of srf we have cf> := cfi(JA,yV) < 1 if y/* := y/* (^,yV) < oo (see for example [26] for the definitions). For the sake of completeness, we show that eh < 1 -(y/*)~~ if (//* < oo (y/* > 1 always). Assume cf> > 0; observe that for each e e (0,0) there exist AeJA, B eaV such that Q(A) > 0 and
(1 -(cp -e))~x(cf> -e)< Q(B)~x(cP -e) < y,* -1.
The inequality follows from this. We remark that in a recent article Philipp [23] proves the stronger fact that y/(l) < 0.8 for {a } , thus obtaining 0(1) < 0.4.
In this section, H denotes a real separable Hubert space with norm || • || and inner product (-,•). For the sake of clarity, we recall some facts and terminology about certain measures on (the Borel cr-algebra of) H (see [2] ). If v is an infinitely divisible (i.d.) probability measure then there exist a symmetric nonnegative trace class operator S and a Levy measure p (in the Hubert space case, it can be described as a nonnegative measure which satisfies / min{l, ||x|| }p(dx) < oo ] such that for each t > 0 there exists zx E H such that the characteristic functional of v can be written as v(y) = expli(zr,y)--(Sy,y) (2.1) l + j(e'{x'y) -l-i(x,y)IBr(x))p(dx)
(y E H ; Br = {x: \\x\\ < x}). S and p are uniquely determined by v and so is zr for each x. When zT and p vanish, v is the centered Gaussian measure with covariance operator 5 (with the notation of 
The expression for Pois p follows by direct calculation of p*n, n > 1 . n 2.7. Remarks. Example 2.6.1 gives a natural extension of the result in [7, §2, no. 5]. The limit laws of £n(l) given in (a) and (c) of 2.6.2 appear in [7, §4, §3] where (a), case a = 1, is used for deriving the limit law of £ (1) in Example 2.14.2 below. The proofs presented in [7] of both results have been objected and the last one established in [13] by using [8] .
Now we are interested in sums of the form J2 ■<" f(a ) ■ 2.8. Proposition. Let f be a function from N* into R and let {x(n)} c R and {b(n)} c (0,oo) with b(n) -> oo. Assume that for some p < X, (c) If (I) holds for some {x(n)}, {b(n)}, then (2.7) holds with X replaced by any p < X. -002Zk.mk)]>xk-1~^+n
If this is the case we can take x(n) = Ep(f(ax)\ \f(ax)\ < b(n)) and any {b(n)} such that limnnb(n)~2U(b(n)) = (kx + k2)(\ -ß)~x (with U defined in (2.9)).
(c) If (I) holds for some {x(n)}, {b(n)}, then (2.10) holds with X replaced by any p < X. We have 1 < f0 < /, < f2 ; each /. is nondecreasing and limï_>oo f¡(x) = +oo for such an /. We will say that f eAF if / is Borel measurable, satisfies the preceding conditions and f x(y) ~ f2(y) as y -> oo . Proof, (i) /, = fj if f is nondecreasing.
(ii) First we prove that f0~f->. We will show that for every (> 1 we have fjiy) ^ tfoiy) f°r au sufficiently large y by using the Karamata representation: T^"»~¿7^ T-ñk)k~2~ ISTHjEP because / is regularly varying and fx(f(n))~n as n -* oo (observe that 7x{f{n))(J2(f(n)))-X <7x(f(n))n-x < 7, (/(«))/,(/(«)-1) and /, is regularly varying). Therefore we can take b(n) = f(n), kx = (alog2)"' , k2 = 0 in (2. 2.14. Examples. 2.14.1. Let /(x) = x'/2 and take b(n) = (n logn/log2)x/2, x(n) = Ep(a\/2) in (2.6). Then (2.7) holds with X replaced by any p < X (observe that U(x) ( log 2)" x2 log x).
2.14. (we have ¿>(x) ( c2 -i)(log2)"'log(/~'(x)); writing h(x) = log(/"'(x)) we obtain h(x) + 21og(c + sin h(x)) = 21ogx which implies h(x) ~ 21ogx. Then <7(x) ( 2c2-l)(log2)-'logx). (1) Epr¡2nj < oo for all n,j .
(2) limpsupnnp2n(p) = 0 (pn defined in (3.2)). Then ux(co) -xx(co) and ufco) = x,(co) + (y■_,(<«)) if j>2. We will try to extend some results of §2 to {x } and {u}. In our first statements, if <^ is a random element defined in terms of the a¡ 's, £ denotes that one obtained by replacing the a, 's by the x 's; c\ is similarly defined when considering the u As. .7) is (apart from the specification of r ) a reformulation of the theorem in [15] ; by (a) both are consequences of a result of Levy. Our proof follows an indication in [7] . 4 .5. Lemma. Denote Gn(t) = X(yn > t) for real t and n > 1. Proof. By (KQ) f is bounded on finite intervals and, as we will show, it satisfies (4.2). Writing M = max{l, sup;>, |e(/)|}, by (K0) we have if k E N*, k < x <y < k + 2,
where M1 = M2>' ~ (x~ y < 3) ; then, since a < 1 ,
On the other hand, there exists C such that L(x) < Cxx/4 for every x > 1 .
Thus if k E N* and x, y E [k, k + 2] and hence, for some constant C, , (4.13) \EJ{un) -m(f)\ < Cxr" for every n > 1.
Write gnl = Ep(f(un)\^n¡).
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, using (4.4) and (4.12), we obtain that for some C2 (4.14)
Ep/2(f(un) -gj2 < C22~' for every «> 1 and / > 1.
On the other hand, since there exist constants K and r E (0,1) such that \P(A) -X(A)\ < K(r')kP(A) for any A g o(ak,ak+x ,...), k > 1 (argue as in the proof of [12, Lemma 19.4 .2] using (7) of [20] ), we have for some C 3 (4.15) \Epgnl-Exgnl\<C,(r')n-' if n > I > 1 (I Jo°°(p(gni >*)' ^77/ > x)) dx\ < KEpf(un)(r')n-'). Taking /" = [n/2] we get from (4.13)- (4.15) \Epf(un) -m(f)\ < C22~'" + C3(/)"-/" + (21og2)1/2C22~/" + C/.
Thus \Epf(un) -m(f)\ = 0(s") for some 5 G (0,1) which implies that sup, \Zn(t)-£'n(t)\ -> 0 pointwise and so the proof in the case n < I is complete. Now assume a = 1 . First observe that Proposition 2.1 implies that for any Borel measurable function h 
